This paper shows a singular mechanism for a gravity compensated and reactionless robot arm. Firstly, the difference between singular point and singular mechanism is explained. A Simple example shows that singular point is local but singular mechanism is global. In other words the latter singularity is globally maintained. Secondly, four characteristics are introduced. The first one is gravity equilibrium, the second is centroid immobility, the third is conservation of angular momentum and the last is constant posture. Gravity compensation is made possible by gravity equilibrium, and no reaction is made possible by centroid immobility and conservation of angular momentum. Thirdly, a robot arm using a singular mechanism is introduced, and characteristics of no reaction are shown by a computer simulation. Finally, it shows the motion range of the arm as an issue.
Overview of a singular mechanism that the criterion of singularity is gravity equilibrium. (A) shows a basic singular mechanism which has spherical joints. Their center is the centroid of their distal end side structure. (B) shows an equivalent mechanism to (A) which replaces spherical joints with equivalent spherical joints. (C) shows a virtual mechanism using weightless virtual arms for (B).
動量ゼロ保存の特性とも言える．角運動量保存の説明は でも同様に成されているが，こ Fig. 4 Illustration of centroid immobility in a singular mechanism. Every rotation is the rotation around the centroid of the distal end side structure, therefore C 1 , that is, the centroid of a singular mechanism does not move.
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Illustration of conservation of angular momentum in a singular mechanism. The motion of a grounded singular mechanism under gravity perfectly matches that of a nongrounded singular mechanism under zero gravity, therefore both mechanisms satisfy conservation of angular momentum. Overview of a singular mechanism arm. (A) shows a basic singular mechanism arm. (B) shows a pseudo singular mechanism arm which replaces a passive spherical joint with 3 passive one dimensional joints.
In the case of (B) the law of conservation of angular momentum is not perfectly satisfied. shows a singular mechanism arm without link 0 to satisfy conservation of angular momentum. (C) shows a pseudo singular mechanism arm which replaces a passive spherical joint with 3 passive one dimensional joints. Table 3 Difference of the displacement of the satellite by the order of a rotation axis of the joint 0A, 0B and 0C in Fig.8(C) . In the pattern 1 the joint from 1 to 3 is rotated at 5(deg/s). In the pattern 2 the joint 1 and 3 is rotated at 5(deg/s), and the joint 2 is rotated at -5(deg/s). Fig. 9 Results representing the difference of reaction force and torque. The satellite in (C) is almost stationary. This means that there is almost no reaction force or torque by the motion of the pseudo singular mechanism arm. The trajectory of the robot arm in (B) and (C) is almost similar, because the satellite in (B) plays a role of link 0. Table 4 Difference of variation by the type of the robot arm in Fig.9 . 
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